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Three-dimensional microscope image using anaglyphic filters:
A new aid to fluid inclusion petrography

K.lnr A. KruNuNnN
Geological Survey ofFinland, SF-02150 Espoo, Finland
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This new method involves producing a stereographic image in a petrographic micro-
scope using anaglyphic filters. The method is especially useful for fluid inclusion petrog-
raphy ofdoubly polished thick sections.

fluid inclusion studies. The three-dimensional view of fluid
lanes and microstructure is needed especially
rphic petrological studies. The stereoscopic
re identification of isolated inclusions and aids
erization of the intersection relations of mi-
; in metamorphic minerals, particularly in
retimes it is possible to obtain additional tex-

tural criteria for the possible primary origin of the isolat-
--r ser neede.t rn cnnwerr rhc nn'ar_ ed inclusions. Likewise, it is possible to obtain an im-Fig. l. Theanaglyphicfiltersetneededtoconvertthepolar- Eu uruluslurs. l-ll(cwlse' rl rs pussrultr Lo oulaul iil l lrrl-

izing microscope image to a stereoscopic image. Symbols: a : pression of the actual shape of the inclusion cavities and
dual-color filter [orange-red (R) and blue-green (G)] to be in- of the localization of various phases inside larger inclu-
serted in the filter carrier; b and c : red and green filters for the sion cavities.
left and right eyepieces. It is possible to take anaglyphic color photomicro-
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Ir.crnonucrroN with all magnifications up to the oil-immersion range.

Fluid inclusion petrography differs from conventional Although the method does not affect the depth of field,

thin section observations in a few important *;;- A;- the apparent depth of field increases because of the ste-

cording to Roedder (lgg4, p. 157), ..one must iie* in- reoscopic view. The image quality is comparable to high-

clusions in a three-dimensional context and not in the quality stereomicroscopes. The only disadvantage is the

normal two dimensions as in ordinary petrographic stud- monochromatic image obtained: yellow-green when red

ies of thin sections." This is difficult with poruriri"g -i- and green filters are used to produce the anaglyphic effect.

croscopes. Stereomicroscopes provide an excelleni ste- other techniques, described in microscopy handbooks,

reoscopic effect but their magnification and resolution to induce stereoscopic effects were tried, but with inade-

using transmitted light equipment are limited in special- quate resuJts for fluid inclusion research' These tech-

ized fluid inclusion work. However, the two-dl-"rirlo"ur 91qu":- 
included (l) the use of partly covered eyepieces

image of a common petrographic microscope can be con- (the Abbe method), (2) the adjustment of the pupil dis-

verted to a stereoscopic image using plain inag'pfric ni- tance of the. eyepieces, and (3) the use of polarized filters

ters li,lil,l^i';l'llT;;:i.':ilH:'ff3'i:lr:"Jffi;:1
Alllcr-ypnrc METHoD laized filters is usable, but not with anisotropic minerals.

The color filters were cut from orange-red and blue- It should be noted that, in theory, it is possible to con-

green celluloid filters (Fig. l). The filters wer" inr..t.Jin struct an advanced stereoscopic optical system with liq-

the graticule slots of thelyepieces. The dual-color filter, uid-crystal light shutters using the twinkle method' The

-ud" rrp of red and green halves, was inserted in a north- beam should be programmed to shift between the eye-

south direction in the filter carrier beneath ttre conoenser pieces and .the half-sections of the dual filter approxi-

and the polarizer. In most microscope models, the red mately 30 times per second in order to induce the stereo-

and green halves ofthe dual-color filter should be atrgned scopic effect' However, the polarizing character of the

with the red and green filters of the eyepieces. 
" liquid-crystal cells is likely to cause problems with aniso-

The intensity of the stereoscopic view can be controlled troprc specrmens'

by turning the dual anaglyphic filter slightly from the
north-south direction' The image is three dimensional 

The three-di-""rrT;rtlH:"il,ained wirh the ana-
glyphic method is practical and can be recommended for



658

g.raphs using the stereoscopic effect. For photography, the
dual-color filter is used below the condenser, and the eye-
piece should be without any color filter. The photomicro-
graphs obtained can be viewed through anaglyph spec-
tacles in the same way as anaglyphic aerial photographs.

This method has been used extensively in the Geolog-
ical Survey of Finland with good results. Besides fluid
inclusion work, the method can be recommended for mi-
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croscope work with relatively thick sections and high
magnification.
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